The **Urban logistics** processes are complex because of the different agents involved in the Supply Chain.
All these consequences lead us to the **main problem** that we solve...

**Immutability of the delivery**

- ✓ Avoid fraud
- ✓ Avoid legal disputes
- ✓ Immediate confirmation to the vendor
- ✓ Reputational Costs
ChainGO has identified a target customer in urban mobility...

**Logistics Operator**

*Looking for adding immutable **Proof of Delivery** to their systems*

*We connect directly with their own **Track & Trace systems**, so they do not change anything.*

**Couriers**

*Making easier for them to work with different logistics operators at the same time.*

*We take care to connect with the different **Track & Trace systems**.*
**ChainGO Freight** is an online platform that integrates with the client’s systems to guarantee the immutability of the product delivery, providing proof of delivery and certified communications to vendor and client.
Blockchain Technology provides required characteristics completely needed for a communication management systems in the logistics sector...

- Verified Transactions
- Transparency
- Time-stamped events

IMMUTABILITY
Coronavirus Crisis has shown a challenge that cities will need to solve in the future, how to regulate the number of logistics vehicles circulating...

E-commerce distribution

Distribution networks are oversaturated, so there are 2 alternatives:

✓ Expand the logistics infrastructure, which means higher costs and more pollution.
✓ Make the current logistics process more efficient.

Resources Sharing
ChainGO has a business model based on...

**Pay per use**
- Payments based on the **number of transactions**
- Pay per transaction **variable** based on volume.

**Integration**
- Complete integration with client’s systems
- Integration with third parties systems.

**Systems Maintenance**
- Servers Maintenance
- Blockchain deployment
Transported Containers: +700
Managed Documents: +2,000
Blockchain Transactions: +600

COMPANY References

- ACCIONA
- ACERINOX
- AIRBUS
- CEMEX
- CARGILL
- CAREX logistics
- BALEARIA
- MAHOU SAN MIGUEL
- VOLANS
- INDRA
- ALONSO Grupo